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Abstract

Object Relationship Notation (ORN) is a declarative scheme that permits a variety of common types of relationships to be conveniently defined to a Database Management System (DBMS), thereby allowing the DBMS to automatically enforce their semantics. Though first proposed for object DBMSs, ORN is applicable to any data model that represents binary entity-relationships or to any DBMS that implements them. In this paper, we first describe ORN semantics informally as has been done in previous papers. We then provide a formal specification of these semantics using the Z notation. Specifying ORN semantics via formal methods gives ORN a solid mathematical foundation. The semantics are defined in the context of an abstract database of sets and relations in a recursive manner that is precise, unambiguous, and noncircular. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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I. Introduction

Object Relationship Notation (ORN) is a declarative scheme for defining a variety of common aggregation, or non-inheritance, relationship types—i.e. the "is part of," "is defined by," "is owned by," and "is associated with" types of relationships and their many variations. These relationships define the class–composition hierarchy in an object database [1]. ORN allows their semantics to be distinguished and documented during system analysis and design at an entity (or object)-relationship level of abstraction and then defined to a DBMS during implementation. This allows the early detection of relationship subtleties and inconsistencies and the automatic maintenance of relationship semantics by the DBMS, thereby improving database integrity. Significantly, this is achieved without DBMS user having to develop any programming code or any complex constraint and trigger specifications [2].

Previous papers have explored various aspects of ORN. In Ref. [3] ORN was compared to other declarative schemes for specifying relationship semantics—e.g. the REFERENCES clause of SQL, which is given for foreign keys in relational databases. This paper showed that the most unique aspects of ORN are that it provides for the enforcement of upper and lower bound cardinality constraints and, more importantly, allows delete propagation to be based on these constraints. This results in a simpler and more powerful scheme for specifying a greater variety of relationship types. In Ref. [4] an integrated methodology was presented for developing relationships in a database based on ORN. This paper showed how ORN, unlike the declarative scheme of SQL, can be incorporated into ER-like Diagrams [5]. Ehlmann and Riccardi [6] discussed ORN’s implementation in an extensible, ODMG-93 compatible [7], Object DBMS prototype called Object Relator Plus (OR+). Hardeman [8] showed that with ORN, subtleties and inconsistencies in relationship behavior can be identified and automatically detected during analysis and design. Brown [9] presented the user interface, architecture, and features of the ORN Simulator, a database design tool. Finally, in Ref. [2] the syntax, semantics, and pragmatics for incorporating ORN into SQL were described as well as the benefits.

The syntax of ORN can be easily specified by simple syntax diagrams; however, the complete semantics of ORN are not as easily specified, especially when relationship cycles are considered. A relationship cycle occurs in a database when an object is related to itself, directly or indirectly. The problems posed by such cycles in specifying ORN semantics are inherent in any scheme that defines relationship semantics recursively, as does ORN. This paper describes the semantics of ORN via formal methods.
in a manner that is precise, unambiguous, noncircular, and almost complete—almost complete because relationship cycles necessitate that a small restriction be placed on ORN to facilitate processing order independent semantics and a less complex formal specification.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the syntax of ORN and an informal, English description of the semantics, similar to that which has appeared in previous papers. Section 3 makes this description mathematically precise by specifying ORN semantics using formal methods. The notation we employ is the Z specifications language [10]. Explanations that accompany the formal specifications should allow the reader unfamiliar with Z but well versed in set theory and first-order predicate calculus to understand these specifications as well as gain insight into Z. Section 4 briefly discusses relationship cycles—the problems they pose to our formal specification and how these problems are addressed. We conclude in Section 5 with some summary remarks.

2. An informal description

The syntax and semantics of ORN define a taxonomy of binary, aggregate relationship types common to databases. Fig. 1 gives the syntax of ORN. Table 1 gives the meanings for all ORN symbols.

Relationships in ORN are described on two levels. A \langle cardinality-relationship \rangle defines a binary relationship type solely by class cardinalities. Bindings are then added in a \langle relationship \rangle to indicate the level of binding between related objects. The level of binding determines the implicit and explicit destructibility of relationship instances and whether relationship destruction can result in the implicit deletion of related objects. Implicit destructibility of relationships is important since all existing relationships involving an object must be implicitly destroyed, or cut, before an object can be deleted. Implicit deletions of related objects, which may result from relationship destructions, enforce cardinalities and define the extent of complex and composite objects, objects that are closely connected with or contain other objects, respectively.

In a \langle cardinality-relationship \rangle, the \langle cardinality \rangle before the -to- describes the cardinality for the subject class; the
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(cardinality) after the -to- describes the cardinality for the related class. The subject class cardinality is the number of objects of the subject class that can relate to a single object of the related class. Likewise, the related class cardinality is the number of objects of the related class that can relate to a single object of the subject class. For example, the relationship between departments and employees could be described as 1-to-0/M. Each object of type department, the subject class, relates to zero or to many (meaning one or more) employees. Each object of type employee, the related class, relates to exactly one department.

In a (relationship), the (binding) before the (indicates the binding for the subject class; the one after the ) indicates the binding for the related class. Relationship semantics are derived from the cardinality semantics and the semantics of the given bindings.

Fig. 2 shows how ORN is incorporated into an Object-Relationship Diagram (ORD), which is similar to an ERD. Fig. 3 shows how it is incorporated into the Object Database Definition Language (ODDL), developed as part of OR+ [6]. Fig. 3 gives partial ODDL specifications corresponding to the ORD in Fig. 2. These specifications refine the objects and relationships described in an ORD by defining literal-valued attributes, object-valued attributes, and methods for each object class—e.g. SSN, Dept, and RaiseSalary, respectively, for the class employee. The Object Database Manipulation Language (ODML) of OR+ provides for database creation, access, and manipulation based on ODDL.

To illustrate the use of ORN to describe relationship semantics, we will discuss some variations on the classic departments—employees relationship. Although the semantics of some of these variations may seem odd for this relationship, they make sense for other one-to-many relationships, some of which appear in Fig. 2. The discussion below while focusing on a one-to-many relationship is also relevant to one-to-one and many-to-many relationships as cardinality and binding semantics for one side of a relationship are mostly independent of those for the other side.

1. (1-to-0/M). This is the relationship between departments and employees as shown in Fig. 2. The default implicit destructibility binding for the employee class, i.e. the absence of a binding symbol after the ), denotes that the relationship between an employee and a department can be (and is) implicitly destroyed or cut when an employee is deleted. Such destruction never violates the 0/M cardinality for the employee class. The default implicit destructibility binding for the department class denotes that a department cannot be deleted if it has any employees since implicit relationship destruction would violate the 1 cardinality for the department class—i.e. an employee must have 1 department. A department can be deleted only if all of its employees were deleted or reassigned to other departments.

Finally, the default explicit destructibility binding for the employee class means that a relationship between an
employee and department can be explicitly destroyed since this would never violate the 0/M cardinality; however, the default explicit destructibility binding for the department class prohibits this destruction as it would violate the 1 cardinality. An employee’s department may, however, be changed as this would not violate the 1 cardinality.

2. \((0/1\text{-to}-0/M)\). An employee can now exist without being in a department. An employee who is in a department cannot be deleted as this would require implicit destruction, or a cut, of the relationship, which is disallowed by the \(|\) implicit destructibility binding. An employee’s relationship with a department would have to be explicitly destroyed, which is now allowed by the 0/1 cardinality, before the employee could be deleted.

3. \((1\text{-to}-M)\). Every department must have at least one employee, and the \(|\) implicit destructibility binding means that deletion of the last employee in a department would cause the deletion of the department. If the relationship were \(|\sim(1\text{-to}-M)\sim|\), then deletion of a department would cause deletion of all employees in the department. If \((0/1\text{-to}-3..)\sim|\), then deletion of the third last employee would cause deletion of the department. If \(|\sim(1\text{-to}-3..)\sim|\), deletion of the third last employee would cause deletion of the department and its two remaining employees as well!

4. \((0/1\text{-to}-0/M)X\). A relationship instance between an employee and a department once created cannot be explicitly destroyed. It can, however, be implicitly destroyed if the employee is deleted. The X-binding when given applies to both classes in a \(\text{relationship}\).

5. \((0/1\text{-to}-M)X\). Now, explicit destruction of the relationship between a department and the last employee in the department would cause the deletion of the department. If the relationship were \(X\sim(1\text{-to}-M)X\sim|\), then explicit destruction of a department and employee relationship would cause deletion of the employee. And of course, if the employee is the last one in the department, then the department would also be deleted.

6. \((1\text{-to}-0/M)\). Here department is the prime class and employee the subordinate. When a department is deleted, all of the relationships it has with its employees are implicitly destroyed and an implicit delete is done on all of these employees. If any of these deletes fail, the department delete fails since the 1 cardinality constraint must be maintained. (If the relationship between departments and employees were \((0/M\text{-to}-M)\), then failure of an employee delete would not cause failure of the department delete. The employee may be the lone subordinate object of another department and, therefore, cannot yet be deleted.) Also, when the relationship between a department and an employee is explicitly destroyed, an implicit delete is done on the employee with analogous failure semantics.

Listed below are some of the relationship semantics defined in Fig. 2 by ORN. Relationship semantics associated with an employee object make it a very complex object.

- If an employee is deleted, all assignments for that employee are deleted as is his/her payroll record.
- If an employee is deleted, the employee’s address is deleted, unless it is also the address of another employee or customer. The employee’s position is also deleted, unless it is also held by another employee, and all children of the employee are deleted unless the employee’s spouse also works for the company. These semantics result from the \(i\) (prime) bindings.
- If an employee is deleted who is one of only two riders in a car pool, the car pool is deleted. This also occurs if this employee is not deleted but his relationship with the car pool is destroyed. That is, a car pool “is defined by” two or more riders.
- An employee’s relationship to a payroll record can never be explicitly destroyed.

3. A formal specification

In this section we utilize formal methods, specifically the formal mathematical notation of Z, to more fully and precisely describe ORN semantics.

The formal specification of ORN accounts for the possibility of relationship cycles, which were not mentioned in the previous section. A relationship cycle exists among objects \(X_1, X_2, ..., X_n, n \geq 1\), when \(X_1 \rightarrow X_2, X_2 \rightarrow X_3, ..., X_{n-1} \rightarrow X_n,\) and \(X_n \rightarrow X_1\), where \(\rightarrow\) means that the left object is related to the right object via some relationship. Such cycles, when present, result in circularities and ambiguities in the English description of ORN semantics.

The ambiguities will spill over into the formal specifications unless a small restriction is placed on ORN. The restriction is that a single \(|\) binding cannot be given for any relationship involved in a relationship cycle, i.e. a \(|\) binding must be given for both sides—subject and related class—in such a relationship or not at all. We impose this restriction in the formal specification by constraining the database from having a cyclic, one-sided \(|\) binding. We discuss this restriction further in Section 4.

We also make some assumptions to simplify the formal specification. First, we assume a database having a consistent metadatabase wherein the types of objects and relationships are predefined and unchanging during the course of database operations, i.e. schema evolution and data reorganization are of no concern. Second, we assume that certain capabilities available in OR+ [6] are restricted. There are no “is a” relationships, i.e. relationships are not inherited from super or base objects; no objects are marked as “not explicitly deletable;” and there is no RXC mode (Relationship eXchange mode), a mode that suspends lower bound cardinality checks in order to do relationship exchanges. These restricted capabilities do not affect the basic semantics.
of ORN. They just make their formal specification more complex.

Also, to simplify the formal specification, we assume the database operations that define ORN semantics—object creation and deletion and relationship creation, destruction, and change—operate under a simplified transaction model. This we must formally define since ORN semantics require a transaction commit operation to provide deferred checking of lower bound cardinality constraints for relationships. Although not explicitly enforced by the formal specifications, the reader should assume that a commit or abort operation, as defined, is done immediately after an object delete or a relationship destroy or change operation. This protocol ensures that these complex object operations are either completely successful or rolled back before another database operation is begun. The reader should also assume that the database can never be “closed” in transaction state, although no database close (or open) operation is formally defined. This ensures that with our simplified transaction model a final commit or abort will eventually be done, resulting in a consistent database.

In OR+, ORN is implemented within a more complex transaction model in which a complex object operation is done in an implementation-supplied transaction nested in a user-supplied transaction. If unsuccessful, the operation is automatically rolled back and an exception results.

Finally, again for brevity, we will not provide operation schema to handle error situations. We will simply assume that violations to preconditions or constraint predicates on the database result in appropriate exceptions.

To specify ORN semantics via Z, we must first establish the context in which these semantics operate. That is, we must formally define a database. The database is formally defined in terms of sets of classes, objects, relationships, and instances, where relationships and instances can be directly mapped to relations and ordered pairs.

3.1. Defining a database

Class is the given set of all object classes. Object is the set of all objects.

[Class]
Object \triangleq [type: Class]

The type of each object associates it with a particular class. In the horizontal schema defined for Object (denoted by the \( \Delta \) and the \([\ )\]), type is declared a variable of type Class, since the values of type are members of the set Class. Both the Class and Object sets can be used as types.

A cardinal and a binding, or more precisely the members of these sets, are used to record cardinalities and bindings, respectively, in an ORN. An ORN is an encoded (relationship).

cardinal = \mathbb{N} \cup \{M\}

binding := default | l-1-1'

ORN

\[
\begin{align*}
sLB, sUB, rLB, rUB: \text{cardinal} \\
sExpB, sExpB, rExpB: \text{binding}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
(sExpB = ' \iff sExpB = ' ) \land (rExpB = ' \iff rExpB = ' )
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&sLB \not\in M \land rLB \not\in M \land (sUB = M \lor sLB \leq sUB) \\
&\land (rUB = M \lor rLB \leq rUB)
\end{align*}
\]

The set cardinal includes natural numbers (denoted by \( \mathbb{N} \)) and the letter M, meaning “many.” ( \( \cup \) denotes set union.) The data type binding is a set containing four enumerated values: default, \( - , - \), and \( 1 \).

A vertical schema, like that given above for ORN, declares variables in the top part and may express predicates in the bottom part that constraint the values of these variables. Within the variable names in the ORN schema, \( s \) refers to the subject class, \( r \) to the related class, \( LB \) to lower bound, \( UB \) to upper bound, \( ImpB \) to implicit binding, and \( ExpB \) to explicit binding. The two predicates given in the ORN schema express constraints on the bindings and cardinalities given in a (relationship). For example, the subject class implicit binding is \( ' \) if and only if (denoted by \( \Rightarrow \)) the subject class explicit binding is \( ' \). ( \( \land \) denotes “logical and” and \( \lor \) “logical or.”)

Relationship is the set of all binary relationships between a subject class \( (sC) \) and a related class \( (rC) \). Each relationship is described by an ORN.

\[
\text{Relationship} \triangleq [sC, rC: \text{Class}; \text{desc}: \text{ORN}]
\]

Instance is the set of all instances of binary relationships between two objects, one object designated as the subject object \( (sO) \) and the other as the related object \( (rO) \). The type of an Instance associates it with a specific Relationship.

\[
\text{Instance} \triangleq [sO, rO: \text{Object}; \text{type}: \text{Relationship}; sO.\text{type} = \text{type}, sC \land rO.\text{type} = \text{type}, rC]
\]

The predicate part above (which follows a \( | \) in a horizontal schema), states that the type of the subject and related objects in an instance must be that of the subject and related classes of the associated relationship, respectively.

The functions relation, relation_type, and ordered_pair are not used in subsequent specifications but are defined below to show how relationships and instances are mathematically related to relations, relation types, and ordered pairs, respectively.
relation: Relationship → (Object ↔ Object)

∀r: Relationship • relation(r) = \{i: Instances | i.type = r • i.sO ↔ i.rO\}

relation_type: Relationship → ℘ (Object ↔ Object)

∀r: Relationship • relation_type(r) = ℘\{o1, o2: Object | o1.type = r.sC ∧ o2.type = r.rC • o1 ↔ o2\}

ordered_pair: Instance → Object × Object

∀i: Instance • ordered_pair(i) = sO ↔ rO

The functions above are specified by axiomatic descriptions. In the first such description above, the top part declares relation to be the name of a total function (denoted by → ) that takes a Relationship for its argument and has a relation as its value. (X → Y denotes a relation between sets X and Y.) The bottom part of the axiomatic description is a predicate that fixes the value of relation for any argument. (The notation ∀D→P asserts that for all values of the variables declared in D, predicate P is true. \{D\} denotes a set consisting of all values of term E for all values of the variables declared in D constrained by predicate P. x → y denotes an ordered pair (x, y).) The function relation_type maps a Relationship to a relation type. (℘ denotes the power set of set S.) The function ordered_pair maps an Instance to an ordered pair. (X × Y denotes the Cartesian product of sets X and Y.)

The inverse functions below return the inverses of a given ORN, Relationship, and Instance, respectively. The inverse operator is ~. (~ denotes the given operand or argument.)

\[^{-1}: ORN → ORN\]

∀x, y: ORN • (y = x~) ⇔ (y.sLB = x.rLB ∧ y.sUB = x.rUB ∧ y.rLB = x.sLB ∧ y.rUB = x.sUB ∧ y.sImpB = x.rImpB ∧ y.rExpB = x.sExpB)

\[^{-1}: Relationship → Relationship\]

∀x, y: Relationship • (y = x~) ⇔ (y.sC = x.rC ∧ y.rC = x.sC ∧ y.desc = (x.desc)~)

\[^{-1}: Instance → Instance\]

∀x, y: Instance • (y = x~) ⇔ (y.sO = x.rO ∧ y.rO = x.sO ∧ y.type = (x.type)~)

The recursive function related returns true or false for two given objects and a set of instances to indicate whether the two objects are related either directly or indirectly via the set of instances.

related: Object × Object × ℘ Instance → \{true, false\}

∀o1, o2: Object, i_set: ℘ Instance • related(o1, o2, i_set) =
(∃i1: Instance • i1 ∈ i_set ∧ i1.sO = o1 ∧ i1.rO = o2) ∨
(∃i2: i_set • o1 ∈ i2 ∧ i2.sO = o1 ∧
i2.rO = o ∧ related(o, o2))

The related function is used later to detect a relationship cycle in the database. (The notation ∃D•P asserts that there exists values for variables declared in D such that predicate P is true.)

A metadata, MetaDB, is a set of classes and relationships.

MetaDB

classes: ℘ Class
relationships: ℘ Relationship

∀ r: relationships • r.sC ∈ classes ∧ r.rC ∈ classes
∀ r1: relationships • (∃ r2: relationships • r1 = r2~)

All relationships in the metadata are defined over the classes in the metadatabase. All relationships in the meta database have an inverse relationship also in the metadata base.

A database is assumed to have a consistent metadatabase, which is declared as a global variable mdb.

mdb: MetaDB

A database, or DB, consists of a set of objects and a set of relationship instances. The state of this abstract data type is given by the following schema.

DB

objects: ℘ Object
instances: ℘ Instance

(∃ n: N • # objects < n) ∧ (∃ m: N • # instances < m)
(∀ o: objects • o.type ∈ mdb.classes) ∧ (∀ i: instances • i.type ∈ mdb.relationships)
∀ i: instances • i.sO ∈ objects ∧ i.rO ∈ objects
∀ i1, i2: instances • (i1.type = i2.type ∧ i1 ≠ i2) ⇒
(i1.sO ≠ i2.sO ∨ i1.rO ≠ i2.rO)
∀ i1: instances • (∃ i2: instances • i1 = i2~)
∀ o: objects • (∀ r: mdb.relationships \{ r.sC = o.type • (r.rUB = M ∨ \{ i: db.instances \{ i.type = r ∧ i.sO = o \} ≤ r.desc.rUB \})

3r: mdb.relationships \{ r.desc.sImpB = σ ∧ r.desc.rImpB ≠ •
3i: db.instances \{ i.type = r ∧ i.sO = i.rO ∨ related(i.sO, i.rO, db.instances \{ i, i\})))

The number of objects and instances in the database is
finite. (\#S denotes the cardinality of set S.) All objects in a database belong to (or have type of) one of the classes in the metaclass, and all instances are instances of one of the relationships in the metaclass. The instances in the database are between the objects in the database. All instances of a particular relationship are unique. (\Rightarrow denotes implication.) Each instance in the database has an inverse instance in the database. All upper bound relationship cardinality constraints are satisfied. (The notation \( \forall D \) \( P \bullet Q \) asserts that for all values of the variables declared in D constrained by predicate P, the predicate Q is true. \( \forall D \) \( P \bullet Q \) is equivalent to \( \forall D \) \((P \Rightarrow Q)\).) Finally, there are no cyclic, one-sided \( P \) bindings. That is, for any instance of a relationship having a one-sided \( P \) binding, the subject and related objects are not identical or are not related via other instances. (The notation \( \exists D \) \( P \bullet Q \) asserts that there exists values for variables declared in D constrained by predicate P such that predicate Q is true. \( \exists D \) \( P \bullet Q \) is equivalent to \( \exists D \) \((P \Rightarrow Q)\).)

An InitDB operation specifies the initial state of the database. The schema for this abstract operation is given below in horizontal format.

\[
\text{InitDB} \triangleq [DB'[\text{objects' } = \emptyset \land \text{instances'} = \emptyset]
\]

The declaration \( DB' \) includes into the operation schema the declarations and predicates of the DB schema. The \( \prime \) indicates that only the ending state of the database, i.e., the DB component values after the operation completes, will be specified. At the end of this operation, both the objects and instances sets of DB are empty.

### 3.2. Defining a transaction model

In the definition for DB no predicate is given to ensure that all lower bound relationship cardinality constraints are satisfied. This is because these constraints are only enforced when a transaction is committed. We now define a transaction model that provides a transaction commit operation.

**TransData** consists of a flag, indicating whether or not the "system is in transaction state", and a saved copy of the database as it was at the beginning of a transaction. The InitTransData operation specifies the initial state of TransData.

\[
\text{TransData} \triangleq \{\text{inTrans: } \{\text{true, false}\}; \text{ savedDB: } DB\}
\]

\[
\text{InitTransData} \triangleq \{\text{Transaction: } \{\text{inTrans': } \text{false}\}\}
\]

The operation schemas for transaction operations are given below in vertical format followed by some explanatory remarks.

\[
\text{BeginTransaction} \quad \Delta \text{TransData} \quad \Sigma \text{DB}
\]

\[
in\text{Trans} = \text{false} \quad \text{savedDB'} = \emptyset\text{DB} \quad \text{inTrans'} = \text{true}
\]

In beginning a transaction, TransData will change, thus the declaration \( \Delta \text{TransData} \). This includes into the operation schema two versions of the TransData schema: the first having undashed variables, representing the starting state of TransData, i.e., component values prior to the operation, and the second having dashed (\( \prime \) ed) variables, representing the ending state of TransData, i.e., component values after the operation completes. The declaration \( \Sigma \text{DB} \) includes the DB schema into the BeginTransaction operation schema, and the \( \Sigma \) symbol specifies that the state of DB is not changed by the operation.

The first predicate in the BeginTransaction schema states that the system is not in transaction state. If this precondition is not met, we assume an exception results. This invalid case for beginning a transaction is not formally specified.

The first of two postconditions specifies that the copy of the current database is saved. That is, after this operation is completed, the ending value of savedDB in TransData, denoted by savedDB\( \prime \), is equal to the value of the current database. (\( \emptyset \text{DB} \) is a term of type DB denoting the database in its starting state, which for this operation is the same as the database in its ending state, \( \emptyset \text{DB}' \).) The second postcondition indicates that the system is now in transaction state.

\[
\text{CommitTransaction} \quad \Delta \text{Transaction} \quad \Sigma \text{DB}
\]

\[
in\text{Trans} \quad \forall o: \text{objects } \bullet (\forall r: \text{mb.relationships } \land r.a = o) \cdot \# \{i: \text{instances } \mid i.\text{type } = r \land i.\text{isO } = o\} \geq r.\text{desc}.\text{rLB}
\]

\[
in\text{Trans}' = \text{false}
\]

A CommitTransaction requires the database to be in transaction state. All lower bound relationship cardinality constraints must be satisfied. If both preconditions are true, the database is no longer in transaction state, which is specified by the last predicate.

\[
\text{AbortTransaction} \quad \Delta \text{Transaction} \quad \Delta \text{DB}
\]

\[
in\text{Trans} \quad \emptyset \text{DB}' = \text{savedDB} \quad in\text{Trans}' = \text{false}
\]

The database is in transaction state. At completion of this operation, the database is as it was at the beginning of the transaction, and it is no longer in transaction state.

### 3.3. Defining needed functions

Before formally defining the operation schemas for updating a database, a number of functions on a database must be defined, where the database is given as the first
argument. Certain of these functions are recursive and dependent on another argument, the set of objects that have already been traversed. This set can be thought of as the “deleted object set” (dos), the set of objects that have already been “marked for deletion.” The set is used to detect a relationship cycle and terminate the recursion and is discussed further in Section 4. The functions in this subsection may be studied now in bottom–up fashion or top–down as they are invoked from the operation schemas given in the next subsection.

The function related_instances returns the set of all instances associated with a given set of objects.

$$\text{related\_instances}: DB \times P\text{ Object} \rightarrow \mathbb{P}\text{ Instance}$$

$$\forall db: DB; os: P\text{ Object} \mid os \subseteq db\text{.objects} \bullet$$

$$\text{related\_instances}(db, os) = \{ i: db\text{.instances} \mid i.\text{o} \in os \lor i.\text{r} \in os \}$$

This is a partial function since it is only defined for a given object set, the second argument, that is a subset of the objects in the given database, the first argument. (→ denotes a partial function.)

The function $s\text{L}_B\text{.violated}$ returns true or false for a given instance to indicate whether the subject class lower bound cardinality is violated if the given instance is destroyed.

$$s\text{L}_B\text{.violated}: DB \times \text{Instance} \rightarrow \{ \text{true, false} \}$$

$$\forall db: DB; \ i: \text{Instance} \mid i \in db\text{.instances} \bullet$$

$$s\text{L}_B\text{.violated}(db, i) = \# \{ i2: db\text{.instances} \mid i2\text{.type} = i.\text{type} \land i2\text{.r} = i.\text{r} \} = i.\text{type} \text{desc}\_sL_B$$

The function $s\text{UB}_B\text{.violated}$ returns true or false for a given instance to indicate whether the subject class upper bound cardinality is violated if the given instance is created.

$$s\text{UB}_B\text{.violated}: DB \times \text{Instance} \rightarrow \{ \text{true, false} \}$$

$$\forall db: DB; \ i: \text{Instance} \mid i \in db\text{.instances} \bullet$$

$$s\text{UB}_B\text{.violated}(db, i) = \# \{ i2: db\text{.instances} \mid i2\text{.type} = i.\text{type} \land i2\text{.r} = i.\text{r} \} = i.\text{type} \text{desc}\_sUB_B$$

The recursive function $rO\text{.implicitly\_deletable}$ returns true or false for a given instance to indicate whether the related object can be implicitly deleted when the given instance is destroyed.

$$rO\text{.implicitly\_deletable}: DB \times \text{Instance} \times P\text{ Object} \rightarrow \{ \text{true, false} \}$$

$$\forall db: DB; \ i: \text{Instance}; \ dos: P\text{ Object} \mid i \in db\text{.instances} \land$$

$$\text{dos} \subseteq db\text{.objects} \bullet$$

$$rO\text{.implicitly\_deletable}(db, i, dos) = (i.\text{r} \in \text{dos} \lor$$

$$\forall i2: db\text{.instances} \mid i2\text{.r} = i.\text{r} \land i.\text{o} \in i2\text{.o} \lor$$

$$\bullet \text{implicitly\_deletable}(db, i2, dos \cup \{ i.\text{r} \})$$

The recursive function implicitly_deletable returns true or false for a given instance to indicate whether the given instance is implicitly destructible with respect to the subject object in the instance.

$$\text{implicitly\_deletable}: DB \times \text{Instance} \times P\text{ Object} \rightarrow \{ \text{true, false} \}$$

$$\forall db: DB; \ i: \text{Instance}; \ dos: P\text{ Object} \mid i \in db\text{.instances} \land$$

$$\text{dos} \subseteq db\text{.objects} \land$$

$$\text{implicitly\_deletable}(db, i, dos) = (i.\text{type} \text{desc}\_\text{sExpB} = \text{false} \lor$$

$$\text{implicitly\_deletable}(db, i, dos) \lor$$

$$\text{implicitly\_deletable}(db, i, dos) \lor$$

$$\text{implicitly\_deletable}(db, i, dos) \lor$$

$$\text{implicitly\_deletable}(db, i, dos))$$

The function explicitly_deletable returns true or false for a given object to indicate whether the given instance is explicitly destructible from the perspective of the subject object in the instance.

$$\text{explicitly\_deletable}: DB \times \text{Instance} \rightarrow \{ \text{true, false} \}$$

$$\forall db: DB; \ i: \text{Instance} \mid i \in db\text{.instances} \bullet$$

$$\text{explicitly\_deletable}(db, i) = (i.\text{type} \text{desc}\_\text{sExpB} = \text{false} \lor$$

$$\text{implicitly\_deletable}(db, i, dos) \lor$$

$$\text{implicitly\_deletable}(db, i, dos) \lor$$

$$\text{implicitly\_deletable}(db, i, dos) \lor$$

$$\text{implicitly\_deletable}(db, i, dos))$$

The function deletable returns true or false for a given object to indicate whether the given object can be explicitly deleted.

$$\text{deletable}: DB \times \text{Object} \rightarrow \{ \text{true, false} \}$$

$$\forall db: DB; \ o: \text{Object} \mid o \in db\text{.objects} \bullet \text{deletable}(db, o) =$$

$$\forall i: db\text{.instances} \mid i.\text{o} = o \bullet$$

$$\text{implicitly\_deletable}(db, i, o)$$

The recursive function drO returns true or false depending on whether the related object of the given instance is a dependent related object based on the given subject class binding. Such an object is deleted when the given instance is destroyed.

$$\text{drO}: DB \times \text{Instance} \times \text{binding} \times P\text{ Object} \rightarrow \{ \text{true, false} \}$$

$$\forall db: DB; \ i: \text{Instance}; \ b: \text{binding}; \ dos: P\text{ Object} \mid$$

$$i \in db\text{.instances} \land$$

$$\text{dos} \subseteq db\text{.objects} \land$$

$$\text{drO}(db, i, b, dos) = (b = \text{false} \lor$$

$$\text{drO}(db, i, dos) \lor$$

$$\text{drO}(db, i, dos)) \lor$$

$$\text{drO}(db, i, dos)) \lor$$

$$\text{drO}(db, i, dos)) \lor$$

$$\text{drO}(db, i, dos)) \lor$$

$$\text{drO}(db, i, dos))$$

The recursive function complex_drO returns the complex object set for the related object of the given instance. This
complex object set is the set of all objects that must be deleted when this related object is implicitly deleted on destruction of the given instance.

\[
\text{complex}_\text{ro}: DB \times \text{Instance} \rightarrow \text{P} \text{ Object}
\]

\[
\forall db: DB; i: \text{Instance} \in i \in db.\text{instances} \wedge
\begin{array}{c}
\text{dos} \subseteq db.\text{objects} \wedge \text{complex}_\text{ro}(db, i, \text{dos}) = \bigl(\{i.rO\} \cup
\{o: db.\text{objects} \mid i.i.rO \in \text{dos} \wedge
i \neq i \wedge i \neq i \wedge i.\text{rO} = i.rO \wedge
\text{drO}(db, i, \text{type.desc.complexDB}, \text{dos} \cup \{i.rO\}) \wedge
o \in \text{complex}_\text{ro}(db, i, \emptyset)\}\bigr)
\end{array}
\]

The function complex_drO returns the complex object set for a dependent related object of the given instance. This related object is one that must be deleted if the instance is explicitly destroyed. The function returns \(\emptyset\) if the related object is not a dependent object.

\[
\text{complex}_\text{drO}: DB \times \text{Instance} \rightarrow \text{P} \text{ Object}
\]

\[
\forall db: DB; i: \text{Instance} \in i \in db.\text{instances} \wedge
\begin{array}{c}
\text{complex}_\text{drO}(db, i) = \{o: db.\text{objects} \mid \text{drO}(db, i, \text{type.desc.complexDB}, \emptyset) \wedge
o \in \text{complex}_\text{ro}(db, i, \emptyset)\}\bigr)
\end{array}
\]

The function complex_object returns the complex object set for a given object. The complex object set is the set of all objects that must be deleted when the given object is deleted.

\[
\text{complex}_\text{object}: DB \times \text{Object} \rightarrow \text{P} \text{ Object}
\]

\[
\forall db: DB; o: \text{Object} \in o \in db.\text{objects} \wedge
\begin{array}{c}
\text{complex}_\text{object}(db, o) = \bigl(\{o\} \cup \{i: db.\text{objects} \mid
\exists i: db.\text{instances} | i.\text{rO} = o \wedge \text{drO}(db, i, i.\text{type.desc.complexDB}, \emptyset) \wedge
\text{i.rO} = o \mid o \in \text{complex}_\text{ro}(db, i, \emptyset)\}\bigr)
\end{array}
\]

3.4. Defining the database operations

Now we are finally ready to specify the database operations that define ORN semantics. Their operation schemas, given below, along with some explanatory remarks complete the formal description of ORN semantics.

\[
\text{CreateObject}
\]

\[
\Delta DB
\]

\[
\Xi \text{TransData}
\]

\[
o?: \text{Object}
\]

\[
inTrans \wedge o? \in \text{objects} \wedge o?.\text{type} \in \text{mdb.classes}
\]

\[
\text{objects}' = \text{objects} \cup o?
\]

In creating an object the database may change, thus the declaration \(\Delta DB. \text{TransData}\) will not change, thus the \(\Xi\). The object to be created, \(o?\) of type Object, is declared as input to the operation, denoted by the \(?\).

The first predicate in the CreateObject schema, a precondition, states that the system is in transaction state, the \(o?\) object must not be in the database, and its type must be that of a class defined in the metadatabase. Again, if a precondition is not met, we assume an exception results. The post-condition states that the object is added to the set of objects in the database.

\[
\text{CreateRelationship}
\]

\[
\Delta DB
\]

\[
\Xi \text{TransData}
\]

\[
i?: \text{Instance}
\]

\[
inTrans \wedge i? \in \text{instances} \wedge i?.\text{type} \in \text{mdb.relationships}
\]

\[
i?.\text{rO} \in \text{objects} \wedge o?.\text{rO} \in \text{objects}
\]

\[
\neg \text{UB_violated}(\theta DB, i?) \wedge \neg \text{UB_violated}(\theta DB, i?)
\]

\[
\text{instances}' = \text{instances} \cup \{i?, i?\}
\]

The system is in transaction state, the relationship instance to be created, i.e. added to the database, must not already be in the database, and its type must be that of a relationship defined in the metadatabase. The subject object and related object in the instance must be objects in the database. Creating the instance must not violate the upper bound cardinality constraints associated with the subject class or related class in the relationship. (Lower bound cardinality constraints are verified in an eventual Commit-Transaction operation.) A postcondition specifies that the given instance and its inverse are added to instances.

\[
\text{DeleteObject}
\]

\[
\Delta DB
\]

\[
\Xi \text{TransData}
\]

\[
o?: \text{Object}
\]

\[
inTrans \wedge o? \in \text{objects} \wedge \text{deletable}(\theta DB, o?)
\]

\[
\text{objects}' = \text{objects} \setminus \text{complex}_\text{object}(\theta DB, o?)
\]

\[
\text{related_instances}(\theta DB, \text{complex}_\text{object}(\theta DB, o?))
\]

The system is in transaction state and the \(o?\) object must be in the database and deletable. The first of two postconditions specifies that the complex object, i.e. the set of objects that must be deleted when \(o?\) is deleted, is removed from the database. (\(\setminus\) denotes set difference.) All related instances, i.e. those involving the objects making up the complex object, are also removed from the database. This is specified by the second postcondition.

A CommitTransaction done immediately after a DeleteObject—a protocol assumed for this as well as the DestroyRelationship and ChangeRelationship operations, given below—verifies that instances implicitly destroyed by the
complex object operation do not cause lower bound relationship cardinality violations. If the commit results in exceptions, an *AbortTransaction* must be done.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{DestroyTransaction} & \quad \Delta DB \\
\text{inTrans} \land i? \in \text{instances} \\
\text{explicitly_destructible}(\text{DB}, i?) & \land \\
\text{objects' = objects \setminus \{\text{complex_dr}(\text{DB}, i?)\} } \\
\text{instances' = instances \setminus \{i?, i?\} } & \cup \\
\text{related_instances}(\text{DB}, \text{complex_dr}(\text{DB}, i?)) & \cup \\
\text{related_instances}(\text{DB}, \text{complex_dr}(\text{DB}, i?)) & \cup \\
\text{new?, new?'}
\end{align*}
\]

The system is in transaction state and the given instance to be destroyed must be in the database. It must be explicitly destructible from the perspective of both the subject and related object. The sets of objects representing any complex dependent related object and any complex dependent subject object of the given instance (or related object of its inverse) are removed from *objects*. These sets contain the objects that must be implicitly deleted when the instance is destroyed. The given instance and its inverse as well as all instances related to any implicitly deleted objects are removed from *instances*.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ChangeTransaction} & \quad \Delta DB \\
\text{inTrans} \land \text{old?} \in \text{instances} \land \text{new?} \in \text{instances} & \land \\
\text{old?.type = new?.type} & \land \\
\text{new?, so} = \text{old?.so} & \land \\
\text{explicitly_destructible}(\text{DB}, \text{old?}) & \land \\
\neg \text{UB_violated}(\text{DB}, \text{new?}) & \land \\
\text{objects' = objects \setminus \text{complex_dr}(\text{DB}, \text{old?})} & \land \\
\text{instances' = instances \setminus \{\text{old?, old?}\} } & \cup \\
\text{related_instances}(\text{DB}, \text{complex_dr}(\text{DB}, \text{old?})) & \cup \\
\text{\{new?, new?\}}
\end{align*}
\]

The system is in transaction state, the old instance to be changed must be in the database, the new instance must not, and the type of the old and new instances must be the same. The subject object of the old and new instance must be the same, and the related object in the new instance must be an object in the database. The old instance must be explicitly destructible from the perspective of the subject object, and creating the new instance must not violate the upper bound cardinality constraints associated with the subject class. The set of objects representing any complex dependent (old) related object are removed from *objects*. This set contains the objects that must be implicitly deleted when the old instance is destroyed. The given old instance and its inverse as well as all instances related to any implicitly deleted objects are removed from *instances*, and the given new instance and its inverse are added to *instances*.

### 4. Relationship cycles

Relationship cycles in a database pose two potential problems in specifying relationship semantics. These problems have been studied by others in the context of relational databases and SQL [11,12]. One problem involves circularity and the other ambiguity. In this section, we briefly discuss these problems and how they are addressed by the formal specification of ORN semantics given in the previous section. Relationships cycles and their impact on the implementation of ORN are more fully examined in Ref. [13].

The first problem with relationship cycles is that the recursion inherent in the semantics of ORN, and often in other relationship declarative schemes, can result in circularity unless there is some means to detect a relationship cycle. This can be illustrated by the relationship cycle show in Fig. 4. Here there are just two objects, x1 and y2, within the database and two instances, y2 → x1 of R1 and y2 ← x1 of R2 (actually four instances when inverse relationships and instances are considered).

Suppose an attempt is made to explicitly delete x1. According to the ORN semantics as informally described in Section 2, the explicit deletion of x1 should result in an implicit destruction of the y2 → x1 instance of R1 (or the x1 → y2 instance of R1) and the implicit deletion of y2. This is based on the \( \neg \) binding and 1 cardinality for class X in the R1 relationship. The implicit deletion of y2 should result in the implicit destruction of the y2 ← x1 instance of R2 and the implicit deletion x1, based on the \( \neg \) binding and 1 cardinality for class Y in the R2 relationship. We have come full circle, but based only on the semantics of Section 2, we should continue by concluding that the implicit deletion of x1 should result in the implicit destruction of the y2 ← x1 instance of R1 and the implicit deletion of y2, etc. etc. We are in an infinite loop and have not yet begun to analyze the implicit destructive of the other relationships in which x1 might be involved—which in Fig. 4 is just R2—and their impact on the explicit deletion of x1. Obviously, any formal specification of ORN semantics must avoid such circularity of description.

In the formal specification in Section 3, the recursive function definitions detect relationship cycles and avoid circularity by means of their dependence on the set of objects that have already been traversed. To illustrate this, let \( \text{dbfig4} \) represent the state schema for the database shown in Fig. 4, and assume that the operation schema for
DeleteObject is invoked to describe the deletion of x1. The list below traces the functions invoked by the first precondition in the schema. The last invocation of rO_implicitly_deletable returns true and recursion terminates since i.rO ∈ dos, i.e. x1 ∈ (x1,y2) and no i2s satisfy the i.rO ∉ dos constraint in the ∀i2... quantification.

\[
\begin{align*}
deletable(db\text{Fig}4, x2) & \\
implycitely\_destructible(db\text{Fig}4, x1\leftrightarrow y2 \text{ of } R1^-, \{x1\}) & \\
rO_\text{implicitly\_deletable}(db\text{Fig}4, x1\leftrightarrow y2 \text{ of } R1^-, \{x1\}) & \\
implycitely\_destructible(db\text{Fig}4, y2\leftrightarrow x1 \text{ of } R2, \{x1,y2\}) & \\
rO_\text{implicitly\_deletable}(db\text{Fig}4, y2\leftrightarrow x1 \text{ of } R2, \{x1,y2\})
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 5 depicts another relationship cycle and is used to illustrate the second problem that can arise from such cycles. The "?" in the figure indicates the selection of an implicit destructibility binding. For two such bindings we examine what happens when an attempt is made to delete x1. We again at first assume only the ORN semantics as described in Section 2.

Case 1. "?" is replaced by a default implicit destructibility binding (i.e. no explicit binding indicator is given).

- If R1 is considered first, the deletion of x1 should result in the implicit destruction of the y1 ↔ x1 instance of R1 and an implicit delete on y1. This should be successful and result in the implicit destruction of the y1 ↔ x1 instance of R2 based on the default implicit destructibility binding for class Y in the R2 relationship. Now, when R2 is considered to see if any instances involving x1 exist that require implicit destruction, it is not clear if any will be found. If in fact the y1 ↔ x1 instance of R2 has been implicitly destroyed, the delete of x1 should be successful.
- If R2 considered before R1, the deletion of x1 should be unsuccessful because the | binding prevents the implicit destruction of the y1 ↔ x1 instance of R2.

The second problem with relationship cycles is evident from the above case. They can cause the outcome of a complex object operation, like object deletion, to be dependent on the order in which relationships are considered (or "processed"). When such ordering is unspecified—as it is in the informal description of ORN semantics of Section 2 and the formal mathematical notations of Section 3, involving iterations over (unordered) sets—ambiguities result. In the "∀i: db.instances..." quantification in the function deletable in Section 3, which relationship instance will be considered (or in an implementation processed) first?

Now let us assume a different binding for the "?" in Fig. 5, and examine what happens when the an attempt is made to delete x1.

Case 2. "?" is replaced by a | implicit destructibility binding.

- If R1 is considered first, the deletion of x1 should again cause an implicit destruction of the y1 ↔ x1 instance of R1 and an implicit delete on y1. The deletion of y1, however, will not be successful because of the | binding for Y in the R2 relationship. Thus the deletion of x1 should be unsuccessful.
- If R2 is considered first, the results are the same as indicated in case 1. The deletion of x1 should be unsuccessful.

Here the outcome of the operation is independent of the order in which the relationships are processed.

In the formal specification of ORN, we assumed that a one-sided | binding could not be given for a relationship involved in a relationship cycle. The reason for this restriction was to avoid the ambiguity in semantics exemplified by case 1. Only the | binding of ORN causes processing order dependencies, and this is true only when it is given for just one class, i.e. one side, in a relationship involved in a relationship cycle. This is indicated by the above two cases and is formally proven in Ref. [13].

We should note that the OR+ implementation of ORN allows the cyclic, one-sided | binding, which was disallowed in the formal specification. The user, however, is cautioned to avoid it [13]. This problematic binding could have been forbidden but was tolerated for three reasons. First, it could prove useful in defining some relationships. In Fig. 2, for example, the one-sided | binding occurs for two relationships, though both are non-cyclic. Second, the cyclic nature of the binding cannot be detected at database definition time. The possibility of a relationship cycle is detectable when relationships are defined but not an actual occurrence, which is data dependent and not inevitable. And third, when a cyclic, one-sided | binding does occur, an OR+ user can know (and also indirectly control) the
order in which relationships are processed, thus eliminating the ambiguity exemplified by case 1. In OR+, relationships for an object are always processed in the order in which they are defined within a class.

The algorithms in OR+ implement ORN semantics by implicitly destroying relationship instances as they traverse the database. The database functions in the formal specification, however, do not “process” the database in this manner. That is, they do not (and cannot) change the state of the database by destroying instances as they traverse it (else they would not be true functions). Therefore, in a relationship cycle such as seen in case 1, all instances are eventually examined from the perspective of both sides of the relationship, no matter the order of traversal. This means that a one-sided $\rightarrow$ binding encountered in a relationship cycle would always specify the non-deletability of an object, which is not always the result as implemented in OR+. Thus, admittedly, another reason the cyclic, one-sided $\rightarrow$ binding is disallowed in the formal specification is the extreme difficulty of formally specifying its messy, processing order dependent semantics as implemented in OR+.

5. Conclusion

ORN is a simple yet powerful notation for describing relationship semantics at a very high level of abstraction, the entity(object)-relationship level. This level of database abstraction is suitable for both system requirements specification and database definition.

This paper has described ORN semantics using formal methods. The formal specification given is precise, unambiguous, and non-circular, accounting for the possibility of relationship cycles within the database. It is also complete in describing ORN minus the cyclic, one-sided $\rightarrow$ binding—a situation to be avoided whose meaning is ambiguous in the informal description of ORN and processing order dependent in its implementation. The formal specification of ORN ties the manipulation of objects and relationship instances within a database to the insertion and deletion of objects within sets and of ordered pairs within relations defined on those sets, thus providing ORN with a mathematical interpretation. A mathematically based specification of ORN is beneficial to the potential user and implementer of ORN and facilitates further research into its application and extension.
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